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''Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

Administration
making efforts
to get funding
By Jamie Fetty
Administration editor

Eastern took its first steps
toward federal funding last week
when Jill Nilsen, vice president for
external affairs, and interim
President Lou Hencken met with
both Illinois senators and several
other congressmen.
Nilsen said Eastern had planned
on trying to get money from the federal government
before the state
cut $2.3 million
in its funds, but
that issue made
the need more
urgent.
"There has
Lou Hencken always been a
plan to be more
active federally; that problem was the
impetus to move at this point,"
Nilsen said, but it is now too late to
secure funds for this or even next fis-

cal year.
Nilsen and Hencken spoke with
four Illinois legislators: Sen. Dick
Durbin, (D-Chicago), Sen. Peter
Fitzgerald, (R-Iverness), Rep. David
Phelps, (D-Eldorado) and Rep.
Timothy Johnson, (R-Sidney).
Johnson's district currently includes
the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and Illinois State
University, and redistricting may add
Eastern to that group, Nilsen said.
They also met with Michigan's
(RRep. Joe
Knollenberg,
Bloomfield Hills), who is an Eastern
alumnus and 2000 winner of the
Distinguished Alumni Award.
All the legislators pledged their
support for Eastern, Nilsen said.

Hencken vague about
applying for president
By Jamie Fetty
Administration editor

Guests at an annuitant's lun"Each of the
cheon left the Cross County Mall
legislators
expressed their
in Mattoon last Monday with the
impression that interim President
willingness to
help us at the
Lou Hencken was readying his
· application for president of the
federal level,"
university.
Nilsen said.
A member of the Eastern
Doing that
means identifyJill Nilsen
Illinois Annuitants' Association
asked Hencken whether he
ing the bills
intended to apply for the position,
moving through Congress with the
and Hencken replied before abo\lt
potential to help Eastern financially,
200 guests that he would, Evelyn
like those pertaining to teacher eduGoodrick, a retired professor who
cation, Nilsen said. She noted the
ability of the College of Sciences to
still teaches a class at Eastern and
a member of the organization,
secure federal grants. She said they
will work with the deans.
said.
Meeting face to face with legisla"He was applauded," she said.
tors is important for getting Eastem's
"(Louis Coons, formerly of the
name established in Congress,
math department) gave a speech
Nilsen said, and it is what helped
about how wonderful Lou
Eastern begin to get involved with
Hencken was."
lobbying at the state level in 1996.
Bob Whittenbarger, current
''It was a good beginning of our
president of the organization, sat
efforts to be more active at the federbeside Hencken at the meeting
al level," Nilsen said. "And having
and recalls him saying he was
face-to-face contact with those legisplanning to apply for the permalators is an important part of the
nent position.
process. Establishing name recogniHencken said Sunday he was
tion is difficult if you only try to do
misunderstood, and the first questhat with letters and e-mail"
tion someone asked was whether
The group didn't discuss where
he had applied for the position of
the national or state economy may be
Eastern's next president.
"At that time, the answer was
headed in the next few years, but
'no,"' he said.
Nilsen said the legislators did
Another guest then asked
acknowledge it is one of the many
things that have changed drastically
whether Hencken had worked on
since the events ofSept.11. She and
his resume. Hencken said he told
Hencken were struck by the elevated
the guests he had, but didn't specify that he was submitting it to
level of security at the Capitol buildEastern's Presidential Search
ing. They spent 2 112 hours after
Committee.
arriving on Friday in a grounded airplane after a security breach prevented the plane from docking.

See HENCKEN Page 7

File photo

Interim President Lou Hencken sits in his office on Oct. 10, 2001.
Currently, the issue of the presidential candidates for Eastern is unclear.

Senate hurting for off-campus students to fill vacancies
By Jessica Danielewicz
Student government editor

The Student Senate has
planned additional advertising
and a word-of-mouth campaign
to try and fill five off-campus senate seats that remain vacant two
months after elections last semester.
The five off-campus seats constitute nearly all of the off-campus slots on the senate, which Joe
Robbins, speaker of the senate,
said could raise concerns about
under-representation.
However,
Student
Body
President Hugh O'Hara said he is
not "terribly concerned" about

off-campus
student representation since
the
at-large
district
is
composed of
both on- and
off-campus
students.
In addition, Joe Robbins
he noted that all of the executive
Student Government members
live off campus, though the execu tives, except for speaker of the
senate, do not vote on senate legislation.
Senate is composed of 12 atlarge representatives, 12 on-campus representatives, and six off-

campus representatives.
Robbins said it is tougher to
attract off-campus students to the
senate than on-campus students,
so he said senate members are
going to do more advertising in
academic buildings and the
Union as opposed to the residence
halls where off-campus students
are not as likely to see them.
O'Hara said the senate will
have to depend on flyers and word
of mouth.
"It's just a matter of catching
people and getting the word out,"
he said.
Both Robbins and O 'Hara
hope the problem will be solved
with this second round of applica-

tions.
Last week, the senate received
12 applications for 11 open posi~
tions that were left vacant after
last semester's elections, and from
those applications the senate
filled five on-campus, one offcampus and one at-large position.
For a brief period of time, two
off-campus positions were filled,
but after last Wednesday's senate
meeting one off-campus senate
member was removed for missing
three meetings, a stipulation in
the Student Senate bylaws.
The deadline for the off-campus applications is Friday at 3
p.m., Robbins said. The applications can be picked up and turned

,, _ _ _ __

It's just a matter of catching
people and getting the word
out.
· Joe Robbins,
Speaker of the Senate

_____

,,

in at the Student Activities
Center in Room 201 of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
"We'll have to wait and see,"
O'Hara said, regarding whether
the positions will get filled.
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25°
Ryan Begy/Staff photographer

Caryl Bryer Fallert, a world-renowned textile artist, demonstrates a step in the quilt-making process during one
of her workshops Saturday afternoon in the Tarble Arts Center. Fallert has been sewing since the age of 10.
She says her quilt ideas stem from personal experience and photographs.

uilt artist shares.her talent
By Mike Myers
Staff writer

Avid list~ers came to the
Tarble Arts Center Friday night
to hear Caryl Bryer Fallert, a
world-renowned quilt artist, lecture about her featured works.
This was the first time Fallert
held an exhibition at Eastern.
She began the lecture by offering a brief display of gratitude for
being asked to share her works
with all in attendance.
For the next hour, Fallert took
the audience members on an
interesting and humorous tour,
depicting the steps and stages she
takes to make her award-winning
quilts.
Fallert said she works O\lt of a
1,000 square foot studio built on
her farm in Oswego, Ill.
The studio was built to help
her manage a more orderly business and to give her spacious area
for creating her masterpieces,

Fallert said.
of 10, but it wasn't until 198.J that
''All sewing, photography, she began to mix her artistic talshipping and office work takes ent with her gift of sewing.
place in there," Fallert men Many of Fallert's ideas stem
from a combination of her pertioned.
The artist said she uses three sonal experiences, photographs
portable computers and a laptop and her quizzical thoughts.
Fallert wrapped up her lecture
to aid her in the creative process.
The computers help Fallert create by offering time for the audience
graphics. She also uses "Corel to ask questions and get a handsDraw," a print and vector draw- on feel of her work, allowing
ing program to help her touch everyone to see actual quilts she
created.
things up.
For the most intricate details,
Pat Wislay, a beginner at
Fallert hangs a large sheet of quilting, said, "I think (Caryl's)
paper on her studio wall so work is incredible, and I will be
designs from her computer can be coming back tomorrow for her
printed onto clear acetate, then workshop."
projected with an overhead proFallert was very satisfied at
her first exhibition at
how
jector onto the wall.
"Sometimes it takes longer to Eastern turned out.
than
create,"
she
design
"It's a great facility with a lot
explained.
of room to stand back and view
As for the creative process, the pieces," she said.
Fallert says, "I start with a simple
For more information on
idea and the rest just unfolds."
Faller(s work, log on to her Web
Fallert began sewing at the age site at www.bryerpatch.com.

Thursday
36°
18°
rain!

snow

Criminal damage
• OnJan.16 it was reported that
two doors on the second floor of
McKinney Hall on campus had
burnt papers attached to the doors
thus damaging them, police
reports said. Tus incident is under
investigation.
• Ori.Jan. 19 it was reported that
a glass door at Taylor Hall's food
service was broken, police reports
said. Tus incident is under investigation.

Tarble Arts Center offers tours of exhibits

Bye-mail:

slgustafson@eiu.edu

Wednesday

By Jennifer Knepler
Staff writer

Eastern's Tarble Arts Center
will host a docent meeting highlighting new exhibits Monday.
The meeting covering tours of
current Tarble exhibits will be held
from 10 a.m. to noon at the Tarble
Arts Center.
The exhibits featured m the
tours are "Companions and
Choices: Qyilts and Paintings" and
"Photographic Images and the
History of African Americans in
Coles County."

Kit Morice, curator of education at Tarble, said that the tours
will be interesting to the public
because they offer visuals that are
pleasing to the eye.
"The tours will also provide
docent information and vocabulary
about specific pieces," Morice said.
Morice said that all of the
exhibits are equally interesting, but
the photographs of African
Americans in Coles County are
"exceptional."
Morice commented that she
never realized there was such a
- - . -- - .. . .. ...
'

.._

"rich history of African Americans
in Coles County," which could be
intriguing to students not from this
area.
Morice also mentioned that
"Companions and Choices: Quilts
and Paintings" is also very interestmg.
"The quilt and painting exhibits
are colorful and visually pleasing,"
Morice said.
She also said that the meeting
would make these specific exhibits
"also interesting to anyone who
enjoys art, not just the docent

staff."
When asked what her favorite
exhibit was, Morice said she cannot choose one because they '.ll'e
both beautiful.
However, Morice did say there
are "a couple of quilts that I would
gladly take home and hang on my
wall."
The meeting is open to the volunteer docent staff as well as the
public.
The tours are informal and free
of charge. Eastern students and
faculty are encouraged to attend.
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Needed:
Campus fun
t used to be the Rathskellar, a sit-down, fairly
inexpensive restaurant on campus where a comedian would come perform on Fridays. Then it
became the temporary home of the food court.
Eventually, it was given the name 7th Street
Underground and added on-campus entertainment
options for students. Now the space is closed while
the food court restaurants
are
moved to their perNight Out
manent
home, and peo7th Street Underground should
ple
are
wondering
what
host activities that will attract a
good turnout and provide a bar
will become of this space
alternative.
next?
Eastern needs more
regular activities to keep students on campus over the
weekends and give them an escape from homework
on the weekdays. The University Board and SONOR
did a good job last semester brainstorming about
holding activities in this area of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, and they should continue
with their ideas to make them better.
Christian Pearson and Adam Lunt of SON OR, a
student-run lim.l ea lia
adver ismg, mar etmg
and public relations corporation, want to work on
using 7th Street Underground as part of a larger campus social norming project.
Katie Strejc of the University Board also has ideas
for the space, and the Student Senate also is supposed
to work on the project.
Those involved want to provide a place for students to go on campus and hang out while dismissing
the myth that students must drink at college to have

I

Glory days of college

all fear it that one fateful
day where we go
from living the
glory days to reminiscing
about them. That day comes at
different times for different
people, but it always eventually
comes, so they say.
I'll never forget chatting
Bill Ruthhart
with a friend after our high
Editor in chief
school graduation. He said,
"What if that's it? What if
those were the best days of our lives?" A nearby parent
responded, "No, don't worry ... that's college."
But now many of us, myself included, are in the midst
of our final semester of those "best days." And that same
feeling of rcductance and fear is beginning to set in a little, just as it did in those final days and months of high
school. But this isn't high school.
After you grab that second diploma and turn to your
friend and ask if that's as good as it gets, you won't hear
too many nearby parents respond: "No, that's in the next
couple years when you're permanently forced into true
adulthood where you have to hold a steady job and pay
bills and taxes."
OK, well that might be a pretty pessimistic outlook
on life after college. And who's to say these are our best
days because it's different for every person.
Whether all of us are living the glory days right now
isn't certain, but what is certain is that we'll never again
have the chance to develop relationships centered around
classrooms, dorm floors and bar stools.
Never again will we be able to meet so many different
individuals under such carefree circumstances. That's
what scares me most about walking across that stage in
May. Once I walk off with that diploma, I'll be closing

my four-year window of
opportunity to interact with
so many unique people in
such an exciting setting.
You go to college to learn
your particular trade, so you
can join the real world
equipped to succeed. But what
I think you learn most in college is how to interact with
others - people skills. And
much of that comes outside of
the classroom.
Most of us came here knowing few, if any, people, but
we'll leave having established relationships that will last
a lifetime. We'll also leave with a better understanding of
exactly who we are as people.
Through our four years here, all of us hit our ups and
downs with other people. But it's the lessons we learn in
handling those situations with our boyfriend/girlfriend,
roommate, professor, etc. that equip us for the real
world.
You can know the tools of your trade as well as you
want, but if you don't have the people skills you'll need
to interact with individuals in that tra~e, you won't be
successful. All of us should get out, interact with as
many people as possible and take full advantage of our
window of opportunity because once it's gone, it's gone.
As for those "best days," I'd like tQ think every tomorrow for the rest of my life will be my best day. But if
that one fateful day does come where I find myself talking about the glory days, I'll be glad I used those days to
meet plenty of others who can sit around and reminisce
about them with me. Will you?
• Bill Ruthhart is a senior journalism major and a weekly colum·
nist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
brruthhart@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

"We'll never again
have the chance
to develop relationships centered around
classrooms, dorm
floors and bar
stools:'

nicy

fun.
If students look hard enough, they can find things
to do besides·go to the bar to hang out, but many do
complain that the city and campus do not offer much
to do. The more activities this campus can sponsor,
the better for the university and the students.
The UB has ideas for activities for several nights of
the week. On Tuesdays they want to alternate
between an open mic night and an acoustic java act. It
had the idea to bring in student bands on Thursdays
and regional bands on Saturdays. On Friday nights,
students could come out for some laughs because a
comedian or an improv group would entertain them.
Organizers might also want to consider a nightclub type atmosphere one night to attract the attention of people who go to the bars to dance.
Anything free is a good ploy to get students to
come to an event. It would be a good idea to have a
variety of free refreshments as well.
But after a while, freebies can get old, and students
won't come every week just for free drinks and popcorn. It takes a lot of effort to get a good turnout at
events. Good planning needs to be done to advertise
the 7th Street Underground and convince students to
come out.

• The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News
editorial board.

RHA did not represent
residence halls in
Microfridge vote
I'm writing a response to the
Residence Hall Association's decision to
cancel the contract with Microfridge. In
my opinion, RHA didn't represent the
students when it voted on this issue. I'm
not sure how many hall councils had
meetings last week, but as an officer of
one, I know we did not. How can RHA
truly represent the halls if important
issues such as this are not brought before
the halls? I didn't know RHA was considering canceling the contract until the
day of the vote.
Yes, renting the Microfridge is more
expensive, but the added price has benefits. For residents who live in a building

EDITORIAL BOARD

The Daily

astern News
,J.
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Yourtur~=
Letters to the editor
without elevators, there is a bonus of not
having to lug a fridge up stairs. If something were to go wrong with the fridge,
there is a convenient number to dial.
Last year, I had a problem, and the people at Microfridge were very helpful in
scheduling a ti.me arow:id my classes to
drop off another fridge. Another bonus
is a larger freezer for more food storage. I
haven't seen a small refrigerator with a
sizable freezer. I know numerous people
besides myself who don't always enjoy
dining center food, and extra freezer
room provides us with more options. Yes,
halls have refrigerators with big freezers,
but food is sometimes stolen. Any col-

lege student on a tight budget can appreciate concern about stolen food because
of the expense.
Now I can have a separate microwave
in my room. However, I have to make
sure ~t passes regulations likely to be set.
Living in an older residence hall passed
over for other electrical equipment
because of the wiring makes me believe
there won't be a microwave that will pass
inspection. I'm sure if RHA had taken
certain aspects into consideration instead
of voting on the contract during a shortened week, the vote outcome would be
different. Everyone I know who has a
Microfridge is upset by the result of this
ill-ti.med vote. It makes one wonder if
RHA really does represent the halls.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author's name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authoro cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to brruthhart@eiu.edu

Kaitlin A. Monnick
Sophomore, geology major
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
brruthhart@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS - The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.

News
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Small crowd for comedian Poll shows Ryan,
Burris leading
in governor's race

Those who did
attend included
in the routine
By Teri Webster
Staff writer

Comedian Ramont Harris filled
the University Ballroom with laughter Saturday evening.
A small but attentive crowd of
students gathered for the University
Board-sponsored show, which lasted
a little over an hour.
Harris's performance contained a
lot of audience interaction. Some of
the topics that he addressed were
love, music and entertainment.
In the middle of the performance,
Harris even posed for a picture.
The act was highlighted by a
"moment ofloudness" for the victims
of Sept. 11. Hams's act came to a
close with a poem.
After the performance, University
Board Member Steve Bevil, who
coordinated the event, said that he
thought the act went well, despite a
slow start.
A few technical difficulties contributed to a delayed start, Bevil said.
Some audience members felt that
the show would have been more successful if Harris had a bigger audience to entertain.
"The show was all right, but it
woo\d have been a lot better if more

Ryan Begy/Staff photographer

Ramont Harris, a comedian originally from Philadelphia, entertains a crowd
Friday night in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Harris, who has been a comedian for 12 years, has also been featured
on many well-known, nationally televised comedy shows.
attended,"
Jason
people
Cunningham, a junior biology major,
said.
Harris, who is originally from
Philadelphia, said that he greatly
enjoys performing in Illinois.
Harris mentioned that he began

his comedic career 12 years ago when
he graduated from high school
Harris has appeared on programs
such as "Def Comedy Jam,"
"Premium Blend" on Comedy
Central, "Showtime at the Apollo"
and "BET Comedy View."

cided and 2 percent supported
CHICAGO
(AP)
Attorney General Jim Ryan others. •
Each of the Republican canremains well ahead of his
Republican rivals in the race for didates made slight gains since a
the Illinois gubernatorial nomi- mid-October poll, when Ryan
nation, while former attorney was favored by 51 percent of
general Roland Burris leads the respondents, Wood by 16 perfield of Democratic hopefuls, a cent and O'Malley by 9 percent.
new poll found.
The latest numbers might
Ryan is 36 percentage points indicate voters are not respondahead of Lt. Gov. Corinne ing to $2.75 milliQn spent by
Wood, despite Wood's frenzy of Wood on ads portraying her as a
TV ads portraying herself as the moderate and an outsider, the
only pro-choice Republican can- newspaper reported.
Meanwhile, Democrat Burris
didate, according to a Chicago
leads \Tallas 30 percent. to 22
Tribune/WGN-TV poll.
Burris is 8 percentage points percent, with U.S. Rep. Rod
ahead of his nearest opponent Blagojevich close behind at 17
on the Democratic side - for- percent. Michael Bakalis, an
mer Chicago Public Schools unsucl .!ssful nominee in 1978,
chief Paul Vallas - but his drew 5 percent support in the
numbers are slipping the same poll. Twenty-four percent of
way they have in two previous Democrats were undecided, and
runs, according to the poll, pub- 2 percent supported other candilished in the Tribune's Sunday dates.
Burriss' lead is down from 12
editions.
Fifty-seven
percent
of percentage points in the
Republicans surveyed favored October poll. The first AfricanRyan, while 21 percent said they American elected to statewide
would vote for Wood. Ten per- office in Illinois in 1982, Burris
cent favored State Sen. Patrick has twice led early only to lose
O'Malley, 10 percent were uncle- in the primary.

You've seen the headlines

• • •

"Layoffs", "f;utbacks", nlrlng freeze"
when you purchase another 6" sub of equal or
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order_ per coupon. One coupon P.er customer per visit.
Customer must pay any_ sales tax due. Not good in combinalton With any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 orl C. Offer expires 2/26/02

You're just starting your job search ...
How do you find organizations that are hiring?

Offer good at the following location:

430 W. Lincoln • Charleston, IL• 345-7827

Simphf flR fiiVi

a ljo&l ~ Smulwicfi.

Go face to face with 90+ employers.

Full-time, Part-time, Internships

Spring Career Day/Job Fair
Wednesday, January 30, 2002
9:30 a.m. - 2:30 pm.
University Union Ballrooms

Come ·early & bring resumes!I
For a haircut you can fall in love with this Valentine's
Day, come to Great Clips.
Open weekends and week nights. No appoinhnent necessary.

HAIRCUT & BLOWDRY

.W.&;.a~.r·.

Charleston Commons
Near Wal-Mart
217-345-0505

-..

=

Hours: M-F 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 10-4
We carry Matrix, American Crew, &
Great Clips Products. ·

Go to www.jobsrv.eiu.edu for a list of
participating employers.
Career Services, SSB Room 3040 Ph: 581-2412
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Holocaust remembered Weekly Reader celebrates 100 years
on anniversary of
liberation of Auschwitz
BERLIN (AP) - For 50 years,
Rudy Kennedy did not talk to anybody about the two years he spent
as a slave laborer in Auschwitz,
where his sister and mother were
gassed the day they arrived and his
father was murdered six weeks later.
The memories were too painful
and he felt even if he told people,
they wouldn't have believed him.
Then, hearing of the difficulties
a group of survivors were having
getting an official apology from the
German gqvernment, Kennedy
said he got angry and got involved.
On Sunday, the 57th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz,
Kennedy came to Berlin for a special screening in Germany's parliament building of the film "I was a

Slave Laborer," a documentary
which largely focuses on his key
role in the legal proceedings that
ended in the establishment of a
compensation fund for Holocaust
victims.
"We must convince them (the
younger generation) that something terrible happened and it must
not happen again, and we're relying
on them," said Kennedy, who now
lives in London.
The screening was one of many
events held Sunday in cities across
Europe marking the Jan. 27, 1945
liberation of Auschwitz by the
Soviet Army. An estimated 1.5 million people, most of them Jews,
died at the Nazi death camp in then
German-occupied Poland.

STAMFORD, Conn. (AP) When hijacked planes crashed into
the World Trade Center and
Pentagon on Sept. 11, editors at the
Weekly Reader were in a quandary.
How would the Stamford-based
student publication, which celebrates its lOOth anniversary this year,
explain the horror to millions of
school children across the country?
"We had a lot of internal debate,"
said Charles Piddock, editor-inchie£
Editors knew the attacks were
too important to ignore, but decided
the topic would be too traumatic for
their youngest readers. After consulting with teacher advisers, they
agreed to publish a special edition on
the attacks only for students in the
foUrth grade and up and to offer
guidance for teachers on the publication's Web site.
The debate underscored the

influence on young minds of the
Weekly Reader, which has about 7
million subscribers.
"I think many, many people were
influenced in thi:ir career, or their
attitude towards this country, by
what they read in the Weekly
Reader,"Piddocksaid. "So we're very
careful about what we say and how
we say it."
·
The Sept. 11 article avoided gory
details, although it did include some
graphic photos. The piece drew
mixed reviews, with some parents
upset that it was published at all A
later article. on rescuers was popular,
Piddock said.
RJ. Bavosa, a fourth-grader, said
he diddt understand why terrorists
would attack America until he read
the Weekly Reader.
"When this came out, I understood it- people who don't want us
to live and pi:p~r ~ Ameri~s,: he

said.
For generations of students, the
Weekly Reader has represented a
Friday break from textbooks and
tests. It was especially popular in an
age when students couldn't turn on
the computer to find out the latest
news.
"You got something exciting,"
Piddock said. "It was such a relief
from the regular routine of the classroom."
Thomas Murphy, spokesman for
the Connecticut Department of
Education, remembers the excitement of getting his Weekly Reader
while growing up in West Haven.
Unlike textbooks that would be
returned at the end of the year, the
newspaper was his to explore.
"I can remember holding that
thin paper in my hands and saying,
'Hey, this is pretty cool,"' said
Murphy, 50.
r 11 v m5h i51q :;,rb J!55a 01 rwm

Note with photos of missing reporter demand better treatment for detainees
NEW YORK (AP) - A group
claiming to have seized a Wall Street
Journal reporter missing in Pakistan
said he was being held in "inhuman
conditions" comparable to those of
suspected terrorists in U.S. custody,
the newspaper reported Sunday.
An e-mail from "The National
Movement for the Restoration of
Pakistani Sovereignty" accused
reporter Daniel Pearl of being a CIA

officer posing as a journalist, the
Journal reported Sunday on its Web
site.
The newspaper said the e-mail
was accompanied by four photographs of Pearl, with one showing
him with a gun to his head, and
demanded better treatment for fighters being held by the United States at
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba.
In Pakistan, police sources speak-

ing on condition they not be identified told The Associated Press they
believe Pearl was kidnapped by
Harkat ul-Mujahedeen, which has
close ties to al-~da and is on the
U.S. government's terrorist organizations list. A number of Harkat fighters were known to have been killed in
Afghanistan during the bombing
campaign.
Pearl, 38, a reporter based in

Spring Bowling Leagues
Mon 9:00 pm
Coed (4 per team)
Thurs 4:30 pm
Peterson Point (Individual*)
Thurs 7:00 pm
Coed Doubles*
*ABC/WIBC Sanctioned

Leagues Start Monday Jan 28th
Cost:$4.00perperson
Phone: 581-7457

New Equipment with Al!Jlft@m~ft~©

~©@~~~~ and [8)1!Jlmp®~@l
Eastern Illinois Univcnity

If you're reading this ...

Show your Eastern IO and get
15% off through January

Bombay, India, has been missing to be legitimate but would not be
since Wednesday, when he went to distributed.
visit a source near Karachi, Pakistan,
Both the newspaper and the
for a story about terrorism, the news- Central Intelligence Agency denied
paper said
that Pearl worked for the agency.
Steven Goldstein, a vice president
"Although we don't normally disof Dow Jones & Co., the Journal's cuss such matters, Daniel Pearl does
owner, said the newspaper "has not · not now nor has he ever worked for
had any direct contact with the the CIA," agency spokeswoman
group" that claimed to hold Pearl
Anya Guilsher told the AP on
He said the photographs appear Sunday.

News. .
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Columbian rebels kill seven people,
police investigating six other deaths

Hencken
from Page 1

"Maybe I want to work at DePaul. Maybe I
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) - Rebels
want to work somewhere else," Hencken said
killed seven people in central Colombia and
Sunday.
police were investigating another six deaths
Eastern's last president, Carol Surles, left the
position after last spring semester to seek treaton a road the guerrillas had announced they
were closing, authorities said Sunday.
ment for breast cancer. Hencken, who used to
serve as vice president for student affairs, has
Army troops and Red Cross officials
were heading to the town of Colombia,
held the position in the interim since then.
The Presidential Search Advisory Committee
some 90 miles south of Bogota, Sunday
had received 30 applications at the time of its last
after seven people were killed, including an
entire family, in villages surrounding the
meeting onJan.7.
Last Wednesday, Katie Cox, student representown, Army Gen. Gilberto Rocha said
tative to the committee, told the Student Senate
He blamed the Revolutionary Armed
43 applications had been submitted. On Tuesday,
Forces of Colombia for the slayings,
committee members will narrow down the list to
explaining that the rebels were taking conabout 10 or 12 candidates to begin interviewing
trol of a corridor between a rebel safe haven
and the coca-growing region around Cali.
off campus.
The search committee has established a policy
President Andres Pastrana ceded the huge
swath of land to the FARC about three
of applicant confidentiality that prevents
Hencken or anyone else from announcing 'an ~ -·years
Meanwhile, five men and one woman
in:_ention to seek_.!he_e_residency this early in the
were shot and killed Saturday at a truck stop
"I don't want to betray that," Hencken said
on the road between Villavicencio and
· Sunday.
Yopal, authorities said Sunday.
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energy officials said. And police were investigating a bombing in a restaurant near a
police station that injured eight.
The FARC . had no immediate comment on the latest violence.
The rebels have unleashed a wave of
attacks around the country in recent weeks,
destroying more than 30 electric towers,
damaging a reservoir, closing roads, and
attacking towns.
The attacks come as the 16,000-strong
FARC and the government are trying to
reach an agreement for a cease-fire in
Colombia's 38-year civil war.
Roughly 3,500 people die every year in
the war, which pits the FARC and a smaller rebel army against an illegal right-wing
paramilitary force and government troops.
Paramilitary leaders announced on
Saturday they would be willing to enter
peace talks with the goveminent, but only
when the rebels say they are laying down
their arms.

Charles-ton Eagle's Club
3 75 N. l 4t:h St:reet

345-1612

7:00

7:1!

-

,

Police in Meta state said they could not
say for certain if the FARC was responsible.
On Thursday the FARC announced they
were closing that road and several others in
the region.
In other violence, the FARC attacked
the town of Valparaiso in the southern state
of Caqueta on Saturday, destroying the
bridge that connects the town to the rest of
the country, police said Sunday.
The parish priest, Domingo Pastrana,
told RCN television that 40 to 45 percent
of the residents had fled Valparaiso, 260
miles from Bogota, because of the violence.
Army officials on Sunday claimed to
have killed nine rebels in fighting and said
they found a shallow grave containing the
bodies of three teenagers. The army released
a tape of an intercepted radio conversation
they claimed was rebel commanders ordering the teenagers killed for deserting.
Also on Sunday, another seven electrical
towers were dynamited outside Bogota,
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1bt Count Of Monte Cristo PG13
Dally 4:15 7:15 10:10
Lord Of Tht Rings PG13
Dally ~ 8:20
AWalk To Remtmber PG
Dally 4:30 7:00 9:30
Ille*
R
Diiiy ~:45 6:45 9:5o
Kung Pow:Enter Tht fist PG13
Diiiy 5:1$ 7:30 9:40
Orange County PG13
Dally 5:30 7:45 10:00
ABeautiful Mind PG13
Dally 5:00 8:00
Snow Dogs .PG
Diiiy 4:00 6:30 9:00

MOVIE llONIY
~A~T GIFTI
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Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???

Smart Students Ride
SUburban Express

Chr1stinel

Compare Suburban Express to
EIU-Hound and You'll Underst"nd Why
Suburban
Express

EIU Union
Bus Service

$25.95

$29.95

Yes

No
No

2 pm Friday bus

Yes
Yes

4 pm Friday bus
Speedy, efficient schedules

Yes
Yee;

No
Hal

Tue-Fri

Nope
Rarely
Hardly

Friday midafternoon round-trip fare
Thursday bus
Noon Friday bus

Ticket office open until 4 pm
Tickets available until Thursday
Computerized ticketing
Legal, rivate bus service

Usually
Yes
Yes

A1 i and Casey

No

Maybe, No

Tickets available ONLY
at Suburba~ Express Bus Center
Across 4th from Pemberton • 345-5880
www.suburbanexpress.com

We love you,

ADVERTISE ... ONE AD
INTHE DEN
CLASSIFIED Will
MAICE $ FOR YOU!

ClassifiedadV~[!J§.t!}g __

8

M_onday;-=,
Janu-ary2s_,2002

Help wanted

For rent

EARN $1000 FOR YOUR
GROUP. Work on campus to
raise money for your student
group or organization. Make your
own schedule and earn $5 per
application. Please call 1-800808-7450
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
WORK IN BEAUTIFUL NEW
HAMPSHIRE THIS SUMMER!
6/16-8/16. Outstanding residential girls' camp (near 2 boys
camps) on largest New England
lake (near Boston, White Mnts,
Maine coast) seeks skilled counselors for land sports, water
sports, ropes challenge and the
arts. Lodging, meals, transportation paid. Interviews available
Job Fair 1/30! Call/Apply online:
888-8609-'1186,
www.robindel.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
Charleston Dairy Queen looking
for students available to work 1112:30 lunch, Tues and Thurs only.
Apply after 1pm, 20 State St.
_ __ __ _ _ _ _ 1/30
BABYSITTER NEEDED- Early
education major preferred, references a must. Call 549-3030.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/31
ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? Put
it to work!! Up to $25-$75/hr PT/FT
1-800-953-0306
www.ucanbhomeandrich.com
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 2111
$250 a day potential/bar tending.
Training provided. 1-800-2933985 ext. 539
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2125

2 and one 3 bedroom apt. for rent.
Also 3 bedroom house across
from Buzzard Building. Call 3452652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
1,2,3 & 4 Bedroom Apts.
Available 2002-2003 Fall/Spring
school year. Leases begin Aug.
15, 2002. 10 & 11 Month leases
Security
deposit
available.
required. No pets. 3 & 4 BR units,
choice location, close to campus.
348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
NICE HOUSE FOR RENT. · 1012
2ND ST. 4 BEDROOMS. STOVE,
REFRIGERATOR,
WASHER/DRYER, 2 BATHS,
NEW
CARPET,
DOUBLE
FENCED YARD. FULL BASEMENT. $295 EACH BEDROOM.
12 MONTH LEASE. AVAILABLE
7/1/2002. CALL RICK AT 2354243 OR 273-7270.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29
2 & 3 Bedroom very nice apts at
1410 & 1420 7th Shown 4:30
Wed & Thurs $225-$275 per person
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 1/30
Large 3 BDR 2 bath apt. close to
Old Main. For group of 3 or 4.
Parking off street, furnished, utilities included in rent. Available for
fall/spring 02-03. Will be newly
remodeled with fresh paint, new
flooring. Call 345-4185. Leave
message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
POTEETE
PROPERTY
RENTALS * HOUSES *6 BDRM
505 HARRISON* 5 BDRM 1510
10TH STREET * 5 BDRM 225
POLK STREET * 4 BDRM 1020
7TH STREET * 4 BDRM 1514
Fall 2002. 2 BR, 1 bath apartment
10TH STREET * 3 BDRM 1419
on square. Water/Trash paid. Call · 2ND STREET * APARTMENTS *
4 BDRM 1518 10TH STREET* 2
345-5821
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
& 3 BDRM 1109 3RD STREET *
2 BDRM 1907 10TH STREET* 2
Fall 2002. Newer 3 BR, 2 Bath. 2
Blocks east of campus. No Pets.
BDRM 201 BUCHANAN
LIST AVAILABLE 930 LINCOLN
345-5821
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
AVE
Fall 2002. Newer 4 BR, 2 Bath. 2
WWW.POTEETERENTALS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
Blocks east of campus. No Pets.
VAUGHN PROPERTIES * 1
345-5821
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/28
BDRM APARTMENTS * 104 W.
PIERCE* 714.MADISON
,.\PARTMENTSLarge
4
805 10TH STREET* 902 JACKBedroom, new bathroom, new
SON STREET* 1008 MONROE*
Kitchen, new carpet and vinyl.
1102 JACKSON ****LIST AVAILLarge 1 Bedroom. Large 3
ABLE
930 LINCOLN AVE
Bedroom. All 1/2 block from camWWW.POTEETERENTALS.COM
pus. Reasonable. Trash included.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
Very nice 2 & 3 BR Apartments
Summer/Fall 2002 Close to camHouses- Large 7 Bedroom. 2
pus, DSL Internet, air, new carpet
baths, dishwasher, washer
$235-260 per month per student
/dryer, central air. Large 5
235-0405 or 254-1405
Bedroom , 1 1/2 baths, wash_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30
er/dryer, central air. 2 Bedroom
2002-03 school year. New 3 BR
for 2-4 people.
We mow yards, pay trash. All
1&1/2 bath duplex 2 blocks from
campus. Central air, deck, yard,
within 2 blocks of campus .
1O or 12 month lease. 348-0394.
Reasonable rent. 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

For rent

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

2 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS APT. 208
1/2 6TH. 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
501 TAYLOR (4 PERSON) EFFICIENCY APT. 501 1/2 TAYLOR 4
BEDROOM APT. 202 1/2 6TH (4
PEOPLE). FOR INFORMATION
ON THESE LISTINGS PLEASE
CALL 345-6011 AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462 ASK FOR LARRY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
BEST DEAL FOR THE $$$. 3 BR
apts for 3 @ $140 per person.
Compact, clean, convenient. 3454489. Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
RENTAL SUPERMARKET. Lists
available at 1512 A Street. Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
1/31
4 Bedroom house for rent fer 4
girts for 2002-2003. 1018 4th st.
Washer/Dryer and Trash included.
$250/month for 11 month lease.
Call 345-2017 after 6pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
4BR HOUSE, central ale, 2 blocks
to EIU. $833/12 months. Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ 1/31
2BR Apt for 2 persons. 1/2 block
to EIU. $460/12 mos. incl CATV.
Low util. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
2BR Apt, $190/person for 2 OR
$350 for 1 person, 12 mos. lacl
free CATV, water, one parking
space. Low util. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31
For Rent Fall 02-03 5 and 6 BR
houses call 348-1232 or 345-7993
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.211

Very unique 1, 2 and 3 bdrm. apts.
Cathedral ceilings, loft bdrms, private sundeck, A/C, off-street parking, trash and water included,
MUST SEE! Call 348-0819, leave
message.

Fall 3 bdrm house 1806 11th, 3
bdrm apt 415 Harrison 348-5032
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Roommate wanted for spring
semester. Nice 2 bedroom apartment close to campus. No smoking.
No pets. $200/month. 348-3816.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.215

Upperclassmen/Graduate Students.
SINGLE EFFICIENCY APARTMENT. Available for 2002 school year.
Quiet neighborhood. Close to campus. Furnished. Utilities included. 10
or 12 month lease.$320. 345-7678.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS LOCATED NEXT
TO THE BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECENTLY RECARPETED. FOR
LEASING INFORMATION CALL
348-0157 OR 581-3681 or
www.lanmanproperties.com.

Brittany Ridge Townhouses. 3-5
persons from $188/mo per person. Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor, 345-4489
---------~211
Available Fall 2002. Well kept 2 bedroom unit close to campus. $21 O/person per month. Call 345-0652
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _211
Roomy 4BR house, 4-5 tenants,
great 9th Street location, central ale,
deck, paved parking. 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
I
211
3 bdrm 2 bath ac house attached
garage 348-0712 after 5 pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.211
Roommate wanted in Mattoon.
Washer/Dryer.
No
deposit
required. Available now. $175 plus
half utilities. 234-8833.
---------~211
Now leasing for Fall 2002 various
apts also 3 & 4 bdrm houses.
897-6266
---------~214
5 bedroom house. 1520 2nd st.
W/D. High efficiency air conditioning
and heat. Trash paid. 10-12 month
lease negotiable. Call 348-0614
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.214

ACROSS

Name: _____________
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - - - Student: O Yes O
Under classification of: _________
Expiration code (office use only):
Person accepting ad: ___ Compositor: _ _ _
No. words I days:

Amount due: $_ __

Payment:

Dates to run: --------------Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereaffer. 25 cents per ward first day for students wtth valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY - NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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FURNISHED
6
BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE. LARGE KITCHEN
AND LIVING ROOM. ALL BEDROOMS VERY LARGE. DISHWASHER, PRIVATE LAUNDRY,
OFF STREET PARKING. EXCELLENT CONDITION. AVAILABLE
FALL 2002. 345-6222.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _216

APARTMENTS
SEITSINGER
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 20022003. APARTMENTS COMPLETELY
FURNISHED-HEAT
AND GARBAGE ALSO FURNISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

NEW FOR FALL! Luxury 3 and 4
BR apts. 2 bath, W/D, Close to
campus. 345-9595 or 232-9595.

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.217

Available immediately. Large 1
BR apt, furnished, ideal· for couples. $330/month at 743 6th St.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

STUDIO apt. Small, near campus,
utilities paid . 1 person only.
www.EIUapts.com 345-2416.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .217

CLOSE OUT!!! We only have a
few luxurious furnished apartments and (2) 3 bedroom houses
available near campus. Call to tell
us your needs. We may me able
to accommodate you at our special rates! 345-2516.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _218

Live alone Charleston square. 10
mo. lease. Starts Aug '02 $350 incl
utilities. Dave 345-2171 9 -11am
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

3 Bedroom, Newly remodeled.
1409 9th st, 2nd floor. Must See!!
$325 per month/per student.
Utilities included. No pets. 3451029
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2113

MUST SEE!! 4 Bedroom 1 Block
from campus. Beginning Summer
or Fall 02. 345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

MUST RENT!! 2-4 bedroom
house. 1 Block from campus.
Spring Semester. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Near Morton Park. Three students
needed to lease large 3 bedroom 1
1/2 bath house for 2002103 school
year. Central air, large yard, basement, garage, washer and dryer.
Available August 15th. Deposit and
last month's rent at signing. No
pets. 345-6370. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Large 5 or 6 bedroom house for
'02-'03 school year. Large, spacious rooms, newly remodeled,
must see!! No pets. # of students
and rent is negotiable. $250$300/mo. Call 708-386-3240
--------~2113
LARGE, CLEAN ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. VERY NICE. 1431
NINTH . AVAILABLE AUGUST.
348-0209.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/8
1.5 blocks north of Old Main on
6th Stteet. I bedroom apartments,
low utilities, includes laundry facility and garbage service. Available
August 15, 2002. Call 348-8249.
--------~3/23
New, 1 bedroom apartments 1
block north of Old Main on 6th
Street. Central heat and AC, laundry facility, includes garbage service. Perfect for serious student or
couples. Available August 15,
2002. Call 348-8249.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/1
2 BR townhouse apartment.
Furnished. Trash pick-up included. 2 blocks from campus. Call
348-0350
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Crossword
Paris paper
Le
6 Bennett of publishing
10 They stand
behind catchers
14 Old piano key
material
15 Unique person,
informally
16 Barbershop
symbol
17 Insincere support
19 Demolish
20 J.F.K.'s predecessor
21 Emulated
Pinocchio
22 Polished, as text
24 Agreement

Fall 2002 - 2 BR furnished apartment. Low utilitie9. 10 month
lease. Near campus. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

out of
25 Like
water
26 More than 90°
29 Like a bogey
32 Dressmaker's
need
33 7-6 or love-15
34 Statement made
at a
58-Across
35
Christian
Andersen
36 Tempest
37 Short note
38 Fix illegally
39 Curling or hurling
40 Mugs
41 Vesuvius action
43 Mum
44 Spiral-horned
antelope

ANSWER TO FRIDAY'S PUZZLE

Lease NOW to July - 2 Bedroom
unfurnished apartment w/garage.
Close to Campus - Stove, Refrig,
dishwasher, 1 car garage.
Trash/water paid. Two Adults
$250 each per month. 955 4th
Street. Call 348-7746

Lease NOW to July - AVAILABLE
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C.
Trash paid. Two Adults $230
each per month.
1305 18th
Street. Call 348-7746.
AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom
Furn & Unfurn Apts.
Stove,
Refrig, A/C, Trash paid. Two
Adults $230 each Unfum/ $250
each Furn. 2002 S 12th Street.
Call 348-7746

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, FUR·
NISHED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS
AND BUZZARD.
SEPARATE
LEASES, POOL, VOLLEYBALL
COURT AND LAUNDRY. LIN·
COLNWOOD PINETREE. 3456000.

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2002/2003 SCHOOL YEAR.
NICE , CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
UNFURNISl-jED HOUSES. NO
PETS. $275 ?ER MONTH PER
PERSON. 12 MONTH LEASE.
345-3148

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur·
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS. 1,2,
& 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. All
APARTMENTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE 345-6533 (OLDE).

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM,
OFF
STREET
PARKING. OFFICE 345-12
OR 346-3161 .

CampusClips
THE AGENCY. Meeting tonight at 5 pm 2436 Buzzard Hall. Everyone welcome.
Anyone interested in public relations please come!
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY. General Meeting tonight at 8 pm in Union
(Effingham Rm). Corne check IT OUT!
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass tonight at 9 pm at St. Philip Neri Chapel
located across from Andrews Hall.
CHI ALPHA. Bible study tonight at 7 pm in Schahrer Rm 3rd Floor Union West.
End.
.
MATH ENERGY. Meeting at 7prn in the University Ballroom of the Union. Midcle
grade math games with Denise Brown and Suzanne Henderson.
PRIDE. Meeting at 7:30prn in the Paris room of the Union. Tonight is a business
meeting; next week will be a social meeting. All are welcome.

Edited by Will Shortz
4& San Francisco's
Nob
46 Rats and fleas,
among others
48 Apple computer's apple, e.g.
49 Actress Caldwell
52 Siberia's locale
53 Cousin of Santa
Claus and the
Easter bunny
56 Classic
Christmas toy
57 Advantage
58 Church part
59 Some sneakers
60 Film segment
61 Item on agent
Mulder's desk?
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32
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DOWN
1 Gentle
2 "Metamorphoses" poet
3 Slangy denial
4 They give you
the treatment:
Abbr.
5 Mascara site
6 Desire
7 Oklahoma city
8
center
9 Without restrictions
10 Ascend

56
59
Puzzle by Christina Houlihan

18 Uncle Ben's
specialty
23 Skin or nose follower
24 Lays (down)
25 Cancel
26 Orange-yellow
27 British P.M. Tony
28 Flustered
..,,...~......---+...-..-....+.,,......~
29 Kind of squash
11 Telephone part
30 Professional
~-...+"""+-+--+-......,"i 12 Ballet bend
pitchers
13 E-mail command 31 Perch

33 Symbolized,
with "for"
36 Bachelor's
counterpart
37 Popular teen
ha.1gout
39 Phone button
b•3IOW the 7
40 Personal organi;:er
42 Eegs
43 Audibly lament
45 Bellhop's
employer

46 Enjoy the sun
47

of Man

48 High-priced ticket area
49 Tubular pasta
50 Spoken
51 "Jane
54 "To a Skylark,"
for one
55 Snouted TV
alien
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No. 1 Duke holds
off No. 7 Virginia
DURHAM, N.C. (AP) Jason Williams scored 27
points, Carlos Boozer added 25
and No. 1 Duke shot 68 percent
in the second half to race past
No. 7 Vrrginia 94-81 Sunday
night.
The Blue Devils (18-1, 6-1
Atlantic Coast Conference) won
their sixth straight - all by
double digits - since losing by
one point to Florida State on
Jan. 6.
Duke kept pace with No. 3
Maryland at<?P the ~cc ~d
ings nearing the halfway point
of the league season, while the
Cavaliers (14-3, 4-3) fell into a
fourth-place tie with Wake
Forest. North Carolina State is
third at 5-2.
Williams notched his 11th
20-point game of the season,
while Boozer has six in a row as
the Blue Devils improved to 184 in their last 22 matchups with
Top Ten teams and snapped
Vrrginia's five-game winning
streak.

the Salt Lake City Olympics
after failing a drug test.
The 25-year-old Jovanovic,
of Toms River, NJ., a pusher on
the top four-man and two-man
sleds of driver Todd Hays, tested positive for a steroid on Dec.
29, the U.S. Anti-Doping
Agency (ADA) said Sunday.
A replacement for Jovanovic
was not announced immediately. A three-member panel of the
American Arbitration
Association will determine later
how long he will be suspended
from the sport.
Jovanovic was tested during
the U.S. Olympic Trials in Park
City, Utah. A written report was
to be released on Monday,
according to Matt Roy, executive director of the U.S. Bobsled
and Skeleton Federation.
"A doctor from the ADA testified that it was likely the result
of contaminated supplements
and that it would not have given
him any competitive advantage," Roy said. "Pavle is currently investigating what his
recourse is."

DiMarco wins
Phoenix open

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP)
- Another record crowd at the
Phoenix Open got the exciting
finish they wanted. Chris
DiMarco would have rather put
them to sleep.
Especially the rowdy fan on
No. 16.
DiMarco showed him up by
making his birdie, and he
showed plenty of grit Sunday
oo~y-recevering from his stun- '
ning collapse for a one-stroke
victory over hard-luck Kenny
U.S. bobsledder Pavle
Perry and Japan's Kaname
Jovanovic was disqualified from Yokoo.

U.S. bobsledder
odisqualified from
0\101pics

Rams 29, Eagles 24

NFL Playoffs

Rams edge past Eagles
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Three possessions, three straight punts.
After scoring touchdowns the
last two times they had the ball in
the first half, the Philadelphia
Eagles couldn't even get a first
down when they needed it most.
Donovan McNabb went more
than two quarters without running
th~ ball, and the Eagles' offense
stalled in the second half, allowing
the St. Louis Rams to take control
on the way to a 29-24 victory in the

brought more than we can handle. I
NFC championship game Sunday.
PhiJadelphia had the ball, and tried to buy time. I looked at Chad
was 55 yards away from taking the (Lewis) and a linebacker was plaslead in the final two minutes. But tered on him. I looked at Freddi.!
McNabb's pass to Freddie Mitchell and Aeneas was plastered on him.
was intercepted by Aeneas He made a great play and came
Williams on fourth-and-7 from the down with the ball."
The Eagles, who led 17-13 at
Eagles' 48 and the Rams ran out of
.halftime, lost the game in the third
the clock.
"We were in that position quarter, when the offense couldn't
before, guys wanted to make big generate a frrst down and the Rams
plays, but we just couldn't get it scored 10 points while holding the
done," McNabb said. "They ball for 12:37.

Patriots 24, Steelers 17

NFL Playoffs

Bledsoe leads New England to AFC·title
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Can't
win the big one. Can't make the
big throw.
In this most surprising of
Pittsburgh Steelers seasons, perhaps the biggest stunner of all was
they reverted back to being the
same underachieving team that
couldn't win AFC title games
twice before under co~ch Bill
Cowher.
And the wonderful new Kordell
Stewart transformed into the bad
Kordell of old whose mistakes
doomed the Steelers in this same
game four years before.
" "I ._ wouJd_l\ave bet my whole
season's salary we would win this.
game," safety Lee Flowers said
after the Steelers were upset 24-17
by New England on Sunday - the
third time in four tries they've lost
the AFC championship game at

home since the 1994 season.
This loss was possibly even
more shocking than their loss to
San Diego that sea5on; each time,
the Steelers seemed almost too
relaxed and confident against an
opponent they were favored to
beat. Even Patriots coach Bill
Belichick noticed Sunday's point
spread was the same as the
Steelers' game against Detroit then 1-12 :... last month.
"It's frustrating because we
were that close, but the best team
doesn't always win sometimes,"
Stewart said.
To Stewart, the los.scwas eerily
like the 24-21 loss to the Denver in
the AFC title game four years ago.
Then, Stewart's three costly interceptions - two in the end zone were the difference.
This time, a more polished,

mature Stewart, who threw only
five interceptions in the first 14
games of the season, was supposedly over making such mistakes at
critical times. He wasn't.

OISaHl.,._O PACIUIG..,
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For rent

Sub lessors

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Single apartment. Charleston
Square. $300 lncluaes heat, water,
trash. Lease term negotiable.
Dave 345-2171. 9 am - 11 am.

Sublessor needed for summer.
Large 1 bedroom apartment. 2463132 or 345-9329.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/31

*..ACT NOW! GUARANTEE THE

$$$. GROUP DISCOUNT FOR 6+,

BEST SPRING BREAK PRICES!
SOUTH
PADRE,
CANCUN,
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS, ACAPULCO,
FLORIDA & MARDI GRAS. REPS
NEEDED ...TRAVEL FREE, EARN

800-838-8203/WWW.LEISURETOURS.COM

Servbls, Amerk:a's #1 Student Tour
Q:>eralor. Plancte tr1:Js at Eastern 1rnccs
Urlversity and EARN CASH or FREE
TRIPS. lnfonnalico' Reservalicos 1-a:n.
6484849 or www.ststravel.com.

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida!
Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best Prices!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _o o .

1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons, 1542
4lh st. ex. cond, all elec, da quiet,

reserve parking. No pets 345-7286

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 bedroom apt, across from Rec
center ex cond. all alee, c/a, parking. No pets 345-7286.
•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

APARTMENTS1,2,3 bdrm ex
location, ex. cond. furn & unfum.
No pets. 345-7286
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

3 BDRM HOUSE 1806 11TH , 33
BDRM COMPACT APT. 415 HARRISON $180/PER PERSON. TIM
369-2910.

For sale
Out of box X-box, and two games.
$150 O.B.O. ($300 +value) Works
great, can't study! 348-6457 Ask
for Chris.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/29

Roomates
Female roommate needed to Fall
02/ Spring 03. Apartment in
University Court. Will have own
bedroom. Call 581-8146

--------~V1
t.\JSI rent, nice house close to C8l'llJUS.
1room available for spring semester, 2

b' SllTYner and fall $175/month and
med utilities. 348-3968

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.V12

Need a place for summer? 1 bed-

room apartment. Not furnished. $350
month. ONLY 1 year old. 348-6480.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/31

DOONESBURY

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _V1

Spmg Break 2Cm Jarraica, carn.n,
Bahama.5, or FloOOa. Jcin Student Travel

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!

Space is Limited!!! 1-800-234-7007
www.endesssummertours.oom
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3./1

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

NEEDED: SUBLESSORS FOR
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 BEDROOM APTS) LOCATED ON 9TH
ST. MID-CAMPUS. FULLY FURNISHED, INDIRECT WALL LIGHTING, CERAMl.C TILED LIVING
ROOMS AND KITCHENS AND
SKY LIGHTS. FOR ADDITIONAL
LEASING INFORMATION, CALL
348-0157
OR
581-3681
or
www.lanmanproperties.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _02

Personals
Congratulations to Dawn Dicken on
getting engaged to Daan. We wish
you the best of luck. Love, your sisters.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28

Announcements
BE SMART AND SAVE MONEY AT
THE DEPOT THRIFT!
2000
SWEATERS AND SWEATSHIRTS
FOR $3 AND $4. BRAND NAMES.
DOWNTOWN, CORNER OF 8TH
AND JACKSON. M-S 10-5PM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/28
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL Deluxe
Beach front accommodations with
kitchenette for two in Puerto Villarta,
Mexico at five star Villa Dell Palmar.
$500 call 234-4213 or 2554-4213.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

sn 0 rts
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Men's basektball

Samuels hopes weekend off will help in future games
By Matt Williams
Staff writer

The Eastern men's basketball
team found themselves in an unfamiliar position Thursday night at
Lantz Arena.
Instead of having to fight their
way back into the game, the
Panthers found themselves desperately hanging on to what was once
an 18-point lead.
Despite their winning effort, the
Panthers were disappointed with

late in the game.
Playing many close and physical
games can start to take its toll on
players' bodies.
With the weekend off, the
Panthers hoped to rest their tired
legs in preparation for their big
conference game against undefeated Tennessee Tech this Thursday.
"This ~ame was a battle," junior
guard Henry Domercant said.
"Some of us are banged up, so the
rest is going to be great."
Domercant left the game for

their play and feel they were lucky
to come away with a victory.
"We gave them four shots in the
last 15 seconds," senior forward
Todd Bergmann said. "We got up
early and we played just not to lose
instead of continuing to play our
game."
Eastern has been involved in
many dose games this season, but
this is the first time that they were
the ones holding on to the lead late.
The difference of this game could
be that the Panthers got a little tired

HAPPY 1 YEAR
ANN IVE RSA RY

part of the second half after he was
kneed in the calf by an Austin Peay
player. "I felt like the guy kind of
undercut me and he kneed me in
the calf," Domercant said. "It just
started to tighten up. I wanted to
get out and stretch it and have the
trainer look at it to make sure it was
alright."
Eastern is looking forward to
their first meeting with the Golden
Eagles in hopes of moving closer to
the conference lead.
'Tm hungry for the Tech game,"

Eastern head coach Rick Samuels
said. "We get a chance to play them.
We haven't had a chance to get out
on the court with them and that's
big for us. If we are going to be in
the hunt, let's see what we can do
against the leader."
Samuels gave the players
Saturday and Sunday off to rest
with a light workout on Friday I've
really been anxious for this weekend
to get here specifically for that purpose to just get the kids some rest,»
Samuels said.

UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEETING

Papa Johns Pizza &
Breads ticks
Sub'U.Jay.
Sand'U.Jiches

Thanks for the bes,t

year of my life.

Students must attend a meeting to formally
apply for University Admission to Teacher
Education and to initiate the selection process.
Students who have not previously applied
must attend a meeting. The following meetings are available Spring 2002 to initiate the
selection process.

I LOVE YOU FOREVER!

Love. SPUD

SCHOI ARS

BROTHERHOOD

ATHLETICS

nlffilfJm
w w w.sunchase.com

6-6:50p.m.
5-5:50p.m.
1-1:50p.m.
1-1:50p.m.
6-6:50p.m.

1501
1501
1501
1501
1501

Buzzard
Buzzard
Buzzard
Buzzard
Buzzard

Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall

*The TAP test is also being offered on this date .

.1&WWllic11
.
• S'.l'l:AlllBOAT •

• BUCKIDIDGI •
• DAY'l'OlfA BUCK • ASPD •

Thursday, January 31
Monday, February 18
Tuesday, March 26
Saturday, April 13*
Monday, April 22

-.z,

Youngstown Apartments

Z, .3, .q.
Bedrooms Available

le800•SUKCBAS•

-Dls#nvashers
-Dec:lcs

-Cen-t:ral A i r

-.3 Laundry
Fac://fties

-Fully Furnished
-Garbage Disposal

The next opportunity to initiate the Selection
Process and appiy for University Admission to
Teacher Education will be during the Summer
Semester, 2002.

Dr. Douglas J. Bower, Associate Dean
College of Education ana Professional Studies

345-2363
Cambridge ana Nantucket
AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH

9TH STREET ACROSS FROM

CHURCH

onday Mix N Match
$6.00 .
Unique Homes Properties
•345.5022
UNDERNEW MANAGEMENT
RENT WITH US

JYIA:KE lV[E AN OFFER

Rolling Rocks

& Labatts

Faita Chicken Wrap
and Fries
$2.99

Bucke

PRIZES
&
GIVEAWAYS

No~ko!t.'tt~t

We o£fer the Best-Most Energy E££icient
Apart:.t:nents in to'Wnl

. SECONDS FROM CAMPUS
Who else o££ers HOT TUBS -SAUNAS-

WEIGHT EQUIPMENT-INDOOR POOL
£or FREE

FUlly Furnished
So£a, Love Seat. Coffee Table, 2 End
Tables. Kitchen Table & Chairs, Bed and
Chest

StoveJJ

F~nw. &

G.D.

Call t:oday and ask for Yvette
BRING IN THIS AD FOR •100 off .

........................................................................
Cl/@~~

<0Mfll fl

M©~@~Ilil IID@w@Il®~[fil@lD1fr
345-2516

We have only a few luxurious furnishe
apartments and (2) 3 bedroom houses
available near campus.

CHto teH us your d We may b abl
:....................................................................•
. to. cc~11~~at~. you at~our ~~~~ _a~~s!
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Women
from Page 12

throwers for Eastern finished
with person3:1 records. J uriior
Tiffany Greenley injured her
shoulder and back during practice Wednesday and did not
compete Saturday, but teammate
Jessica Sams posted a solid performance with a 49-3 314 throw.
Sprinter Amanda G alvin did
not compete on Saturday and
senior dist1J,nce runner Beth
Martin also sat out of the meet,
nursing a sore hamstring.
"We have three weeks under
our belt and this week will be a
good week of training," Craft
said.
"We
have
Indiana
University on Friday and
Saturday, so this will be a tough
week for us. It will be an intense
week of training."

Mandy Marshall/Photo editor

Eastern's Lauren Rapacki (second from left), Stephanie Bone (fifth from left) and Deb Tygrett (sixth from left) line up for the start of the 1600-meter run
during Saturday's EIU Quad Invitational meet in Lantz Fieldhouse. Tygrett finished fifth in the event and Rapacki took eighth place. The Panthers won
the meet.

Build

the Panthers. The team travels to
Indiana and Southern Illinois for
large invites in consecutive weeks.
from Page 12
The meets are the teams' last
tune-ups before the Ohio Valley
Conference meet Feb. 22-23.
Akers said the lack of enthusihurdles, Akers said the team was a
asm could be attributed to a slugfew steps slower in those events.
"I was a little disappointed in gish start after the semester break.
"They're just a little heavy
that," Akers said. "We were physically flat and weren't mentally footed after break," Akers said.
"Although we were pretty
prepared to compete."
The meets in the weeks to strong Thursday in practice, it's
come should inflate the form of more mental than physical -

we've got to carry over what we do
in practice to what we do in a
meet."
Senior Andy Derks won the
3,000-meter run for the Panthers
with a time of 8:39.85, which
Akers said would put him at fifthbest in the OVC.
Both the 1600-meter relay
teams and distance medley teams
won their respective events. Josh
Stroot won the pole vault as he
cleared a distance of 15-feet, 1inch.

Shape the Future of Health Care
as a Doctor of Chiropractic
ti If you want to work independently as a selfemployed chiropractic physician ...

1-800-533-9210

Showings by appointment. 345-4489

1151 Schoettler Rd, Chesterfield, MO 63017

loganaclmOlogan.eclu

Al r.ai a,,.n.ily llltllllioll GI llifler .....

...................................

$6.50
Vodka Mixers 75
Blue Moon Pitchers

Dart .
Tournament
6:30
CASH PRIZES

.

No more waiting in line for the bathroom

From $188 per person with one shared
bedroom. Private bedrooms from
$235-$251/person for 12 months.
10 months a little higher.

!!'!e.I!

LaBatts bottles $1.50
Blue Moon Drafts $2.50

Brittany Ridge Townhouses

The best floorplan in town gives you
more room and low utilities at a very
reasonable cost.

Then you are ready for a challenging and rewarding
career in chiropractic. Contact Logan College
of Chiropractic today!

Every Monday

Call Joe or Pat
at 581-2812

Central ale

ti If you want to establish your position in the
community as a highly respected Doctor of
Chiropractic...

e

DEN!
.

No more dishpan hands

ti If you want to achieve the financial success
commensurate with your professional standing as
a Doctor of Chiropractic...

~

Write for the

No more quarters for the laundry

ti If you want to help people get well and stay well ...

www.logan.edu

Akers said he was confident in
his team's ability to peak at the
right time - the conference meet.
He said that despite the team's
weaknesses that showed on
Saturday, the Panthers will be in
contention to win the meet.
"We're deep," Akers said.
"W e've been showing that in
every event. We're a little thin in
the long, triple and high jumps,
but we've got to keep on continuing to get solid performances
every week."

. OIL, LUBE
Filt:er

Q-~

$:1.5.95

ALEX McMORRIS

Jim Wood,
1 5 12 A Street
P.O. Box 377
Charleston, Illinois 61920

Rea l t o r

(21 7) 345-4489
Fax: (217) 345-4472

-MOBILE OIL-

Lube (where applicable)
new filter & up to 5 quarts
major brand oil. Most cars.
Special diesel oil &filter extra
No other discounts apply.
Free 21 pt. safety check.

417 Madison Ave.

345-2130
..•....••.••.••.•••.................

Tan Express
~pening

Monday January 28th
*New Beds
*Walk-ins Welcome

Monday, January 28, 2002
- - -Panther Sports Calendar- --.
Thursday: Women's basketball at Tennessee Tech,
5:15 p.m.
Thursday: Men's basketball at Tennessee Tech,
7:10p.m.
Friday: Men's, women's track & field at Indiana

Inside
Men's basketball team takes a rest. Page 10
NFL Playoffs. Page 9
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Panther track teams show prowess at home
Akers plans to
build on 88-59
win over UMKC

Women's squad dominates
Eastern Quad Invitational
By Kristin Rojek

By Nate Bloomquist

Sports editor

Associate sports editor

Mandy MarshaWPhoto editor

Eastern's Matt Comella extends during his attempt in the long jump
Saturday in Lantz Fieldhouse. The Panthers defeated University of
Missouri-Kansas City 88-59 in a dual meet.

In Eastern men's track head
coach Tom Akers' words, it was a
flat-footed win.
But Akers said he'll use
Saturday's 88-59 wm over
University of Missouri-Kansas
City in Lantz as something to
build on.
"We had some good and some
bad," Akers said. "It just didn't
seem like they were that excited
about it because it was a dual track
meet. Most meets we have are
against four or five teams."
Some of the good Akers
referred to came in the form of
senior Jarrod Macklin's pair of wins
in the 60-meter dash (7.02 seconds) and the 200 (21.91).
Sophomore Jermaine Jones also
won two events - the 60-meter
hurdles (8.4) and 400-meter dash
(50.85).
Jones said he has been battling
some nagging injuries.
"We've all been been putting in
some hard work in practice," Jones
said. "I think we've all got some little minor injuries that we've been
fighting. But I think we're all starting to improve and we'll peak at the
right time."
Outside ofJones' showing in the

See BUILD Page 11 -

The women's track and field
team hosted the EIU Qiad
invitational Saturday, ti;!.king
first place in the four-team
competition.
Eastern finished with 163.5
points for a 'Win in -the Lantz
Fieldhouse over the University
of Missouri-Kansas
City
(103.5), Northern Illinois (99)
and Bradley University (66).
"We had a good team effort,
so that was good to see," head
coach John
Craft
said.
"Everyone is putting in a good
performance as we go."
Junior Leah Reeves set two
personal records in sprint
events while posting double
wins in the 60-meter dash
(7.82 seconds) and the 200meter dash (26.12).
"Leah improved her performance and she was a double
winner for us," Craft said.
Freshman Elaine Hayes
posted a third-place finish in
the 60-meter dash with a time
of 8.01 seconds and finished
fourth in the 200-meter dash
with a time of 26.49. Teammate
Lexie Nuckolls finished fifth in
8.10 seconds.
Alicia Harris finished third
in the 400-meter dash in 60. 71
while teammate Nicole Milici

posted a third-place finish in
the 800-meter run with a time
of 2:21.30.
The 4x400-meter relay posted a personal record as well
with the help of Harris, Hayes,
Milici and Jenny Cowan.
"We ran a lot better this
weekend as a team," Reeves
said. "The sprinters are doing a
lot better tl_lis :YC-ar.._ We have a
different outlook, so it's better
than in the past."
In the distance events,
Stephanie Bone finished third
in the mile with a time of
5:17:28.
"Stephanie had a real outstanding performance this
weekend in the mile," Craft
said.
Deb Tygrett finished fifth in
the mile while teammate
Lauren Rapacki finished in
eighth place.
In the pole vault, Mary
Wood comfleted a 1 O·~.foot
inch ~jump for second· p1a
Cowan finished with top per•
formances in the triple an
long jumps posting a 6-10 31~
inch jump in the long jump an
a 35-2 1/2 jump in the triple
jump. Cynthia McGee finish
first in the high jump with
height of 5-3 314.
In the weight throw, all four

See WOMEN Page 11

Eastern swim ~quads dominate Valparaiso on'road
Raymond Keeler

and most consecutive wins in a single season
(11).
The women's team (9-2) claimed their
The Panther teams were on a .crusade of ninth-straight and overall victory of the season
their own when they traveled to Indiana and with a 153-84 drudging of Valpo. As the men's
defeated the Crusaders from Valparaiso squad did, it also placed first or second ~ every
event and had a clean sweep of the 200 breastUniversity Saturday.
A Panther victory was never in doubt. In the stroke.
teams' second to last dual meet of.the season.
Fll'St place finishers were Erin Lowe (1000
The men's squad trailed only once, after the first freestyle), Allison Kenny (50, 100 freestyle),
event, but then never relinquished the lead while Jolene Jones (400 IM), Jordan Sherbrooke (500
the women procured a fast start and continued freestyle), and Michelle Wroblewski (200
breaststroke). Two swimmers, Freda Young(400
to pile on the points until the last event.
The men's team (11-0) was triwhphant with IM) and Lowe (200 backstroke), as well as the
a score of152-84 as it remained undefeated this 200 relay, swam season bests. The diving totals
season. In the meet, it took first or second in counted towards the team totals but Valpo didevery event and swept finishes in three events - n't compete any divers. They also didn't have the
200 yard backstroke, 500 freestyle and 400 IM. facilities for a 3-meter diving competition.
First place finishers were Tom Watson (100
"They had no divers whatsoever. It didn't
freestyle) Nie Cheviron (200, 500 freestyle), bother me," Senior diver Zach Miller said. "It's
Josh Kercheval (400 IM, 200 backstroke), Joe one less team at conference."
Deluca (200 butterfly), and Matt Holben (100
Eastern head coach Raymond Padovan said
freestyle) and the 200 freestyle relay team of he felt the two teams swam well, but that it was
Rich Walhgren, Eric Peterson, Kurt Johns and a lack of depth and the absence of divers that
Josh Kercheval. Eight swimmers finished with really allowed the Panthers to jump all over the
season bests.
Crusaders.
In the process of winning, the men secured
"It wasn't like we could do whatever we
their position in Eastern sports history by set- wanted to," Padovan said. "It was a good meet
ting the record of most wins in a single season but a long day."
Staff writer

..

Mandy MarshaWPhoto editor

Eastern freshman Alicia Wroblewski (right) yells encouragement to freshman teammate
Freda Young during her 200-meter medley race in last week's meet against IUPUlndianapolis. Both men's and women's swim teams defeated Valparaiso Saturday.

